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Characterization of a Functional Coating Film Synthesized 
on the Ceramic Substrate for Electrical Insulator Application 
according to Coating Method 

1. INTRODUCTION

Of the existing electrical insulators, the porcelain insulator, a 
perfect inorganic material, offers excellent insulation capacity and 
strong surface durability against ultraviolet light or flame discharge. 
Thus, it has long been used as an electrical insulator [1]. A major 
issue with their use, however, is that impurities adhere onto their 
surfaces, causing contamination [2,3], and subsequently, flashovers 
[4,5]. The insulation capacity loss of such insulators triggers 
accidents each year, including severe human and property damage. 
To prevent such accidents, the contaminants adhering onto the 
insulators’ surfaces should be removed [6] to lengthen the insulator 
life span and prevent the lowering of the insulators’ insulation 

performance. Not all the contaminants adhering onto the electrical 
insulators’ surfaces can be removed by natural rainfall, and therefore 
contamination needs to be managed regularly. In particular, the 
insulators installed in electric railroad subway sections and in 
tunnel sections need to receive regular surface contamination 
treatment, increasing their maintenance costs. Thus, technologies 
designed for preventing contamination are needed without 
changing the current porcelain electrical insulator structure or 
shape, or using new materials. TiO2-based photocatalysts [7,8] have 
a self-cleaning capacity and are used in many areas requiring the 
prevention of contamination, but photocatalysts cannot exercise 
their functions in areas without light, such as in underground and 
tunnel sections.

This study investigated our development of different methods 
of improving the anti-fouling features of insulators by coating 
them with a functional thin film with a self-cleaning function that 
works even without light. The functional film coating methods 
that can be utilized for the rugged insulator surface were used, 
and the anti-fouling and mechanical features were analyzed by 
coating method.
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2. EXPERIMENTS

Samples were prepared using 100×100 mm ceramic substrates 
that were manufactured using components like porcelain electrical 
insulators. The ceramic substrate surface was cleaned before 
coating, by supersonically washing it using acetone, methanol, 
and deionized water for 10 minutes each, and then drying it 
using nitrogen gas. The dried substrate surface was coated with 
the functional film using spray, dip, and fabric coating. Of these 
methods, spray and dip coating can be conveniently used for 
heavily rugged surfaces like the insulator surface, and fabric coating 
can be conveniently used for the existing installed insulators. These 
coating methods are presented in Fig. 1.

To improve the durability of the functional film coating, the 
samples were subjected to a 300℃ plasticity process in an oven. 
As a result, the samples’ anti-fouling features were analyzed using 
a permanent marker. A standard hardness testing method (ASTM 
D3363) was performed using a surface hardness tester (CT-PC1, 
Coretech). For the hardness testing pencil (Mitsubishi, Japan), 
the following were used: H-9H, F, HB, and B-6B. Also, a standard 
adhesion testing method (ASTM D3359) was employed using 
transparent tape (3M, South Korea). A contact angle analyzer 
(Phoenix 300 Touch, S.E.O.) was used to check the wettability of the 
film.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Contact angle measurements have been used in various 
applications, such as in surface tension measurements, in 
the determination of the liquid-solid adhesion quality, and in 
surface property analyses. Many studies have been conducted 
of late on surface properties such as superhydrophobicidics and 
superhydrophoilicidics, due to their prospective applications in 
self-cleaning, antifouling, nanofluidics, and electrowetting [9]. A 
low contact angle generally indicates that the material’s surface has 
high wettability or hydrophilicity and high surface tension energy. 
Conversely, a high contact angle shows that the material’s surface 
has low wettability or hydrophobicity and low surface tension 
energy. 

Figure 2 presents the measured contact angle images, where (a) 
is an uncoated ceramic substrate’s contact angle image. Its   contact 
angle was measured as 34.4o. Spray coating, Fig. 2(b), offered the 
lowest contact angle (13.7o). All of the coating cases offered lowered 
contact angles compared to the uncoated one. This is presumably 
because the functional film coating made the ceramic substrate 
surface hydrophilic.

To assess the anti-fouling features by coating method, the 
ceramic substrate surface was marked using a permanent maker, 
and was then sprayed with water to induce it to react thereto. The 
consequent measured anti-fouling features by coating method are 
presented in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3(a) presents an uncoated ceramic surface, which did 

not react to water spraying. By contrast, all the coated samples 
reacted with water, destroying the contaminants. The spray coating 
method presented the most excellent anti-fouling features. This, 
as confirmed with the contact angles above, allowed the spray 
coating method to have the lowest contact angle and thus strongest 
hydrophilic features. We conclude that these features present an 
excellent self-cleaning capacity against impurities.

The film coating’s hardness was measured using a pencil 
hardness gauge. The pencil hardness classes were set as 9H-1H, F, 
HB, and 1B-6B, of which 9H was the strongest. Figure 4 presents 
the measured hardness of the functional film by coating method. 
The pencil-drawn line on the coated surface was erased, and then 
the surface status was examined to assess the hardness of the film 
coating [10]. The measurement results revealed that all the three 
coating methods offered the highest hardness (9H).

The functional film’s adhesion was measured by coating method. 
A lattice line was drawn on the coated ceramic substrate, and a 
transparent tape was attached thereto and then removed. Thus, 
the adhesion was assessed according to the lattice line exfoliation 
degree. The line-to-line distance was 1~2 mm. If the lattice line 
was clean, the adhesion was 5B; if the lattice line exfoliation degree 
was under 5%, the adhesion was 4B; if 5~15%, 3B; if 15~35%, 2B; if 
35~65%, 1B; if over 65%, 0B [11]. 

Figure 5 presents the adhesion measurement results. All the three 
coating methods offered the highest adhesion (5B).

    

                 (a)                                  (b)                                  (c)

Fig. 1. The three coating methods that were used in this experiments, 
(a) spray coating, (b) dip coating, and (c) fabric coating.

  

                            (a)                                                       (b) 

  

                            (c)                                                       (d)   

Fig. 2. Surface contact angle by coating method, (a) uncoated 
substrate, (b) spray-coated substrate, (c) dip-coated substrate, and (d) 
fabric-coated substrate.

  

                                (a)                                           (b) 

  

                                (c)                                           (d)   

Fig. 3. Anti-coating feature by coating method, (a) uncoated 
substrate, (b) spray-coated substrate, (c) dip-coated substrate, and (d) 
fabric-coated substrate.
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

To improve the anti-fouling features of the porcelain electrical 
insulator, a functional film coating method was applied to the 

insulator surface. Using ceramic surfaces with the same component 
as the porcelain electrical insulator, three coating methods – 
spray, dip, and fabric coating – were experimented with. After the 
experiment, the coated surface’s contact angle, cleanness, hardness, 
and adhesion were assessed to test its functional features. Spray 
coating showed the lowest contact angle and strongest hydrophilic 
surface. The anti-fouling features were measured, revealing that 
regardless of the coating method that was used, the anti-fouling 
features improved, and in particular, as the contact angle decreased, 
the self-cleaning features improved. All the coating methods 
offered excellent mechanical hardness and adhesion of the film 
coating. The proposed coating technology can be used in electrical 
insulators to prevent contamination and to enhance maintenance 
efficiency and safety. It can also be used in all electrical devices, 
which need prevention from contamination, in addition to 
electrical insulators. 
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         (a-1)                       (a-2)                      (b-1)                      (b-2) 

 

                                         (c-1)                     (c-2)   

Fig. 4. Measurement of surface hardness by coating method: (a-1) 
pencil lines drawn on the spray-coated surface, (a-2) after erasing 
the pencil line traces on the spray-coated surface; (b-1) pencil lines 
drawn on the dip-coated surface, (b-2) after erasing the pencil line 
traces on the dip-coated surface; and (c-1) pencil lines drawn on the 
fabric-coated surface, (c-2) after erasing the pencil line traces on the 
fabric-coated surface.

    

                   (a-1)                 (a-2)                  (b-1)                 (b-2) 

 

                                             (c-1)                 (c-2)   

Fig. 5. Measurement of adhesion by coating method: (a-1) lattice 
lines drawn on the spray-coated surface, (a-2) tape attached to and 
detached from the spray-coated surface; (b-1) lattice lines drawn on 
the dip-coated surface, (b-2) tape attached to and detached from the 
dip-coated surface; and (c-1) lattice lines drawn on the fabric-coated 
surface, (c-2) tape attached to and detached from the fabric-coated 
surface.
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